10 week History of the “HE4N Coronavirus Food Assistance Program”
Funds went to clearing road to deliver items, Food (rice, oil, salt flour), blankets, medical masks,
clothing, emergency funds for families, tin, cement to flood victims and those who’s income has been
destroyed because of covid

Funds went for supplies for Clinics, medical centers, communities to help with Covid, Masks, emergency
medical supplies, thermal guns, gloves, sanitizing, oxi-meter and BP Set. ,

A couple of babies died on the way to Kathmandu hospitals; one on a stretcher. So the ambulance was
repaired and made Covid-compliant, to protect the driver. There are both Covid patients and non-covid
patients at Clinic. Funds provided birthing center supplies to the staff and families to protect against
covid.

What Jagat has done.



HE4N contacted Jagat and started the “HE4N Cooavirus Food Assistance” program at the end of
august.
Jagat told us how he would use the funds. (Beginning Sept)

It is so glad to heard (hear) from you all in this hard time for us in Nepal. Of course, this situation for all
over the world but, Nepal is poor country among the countries and we don't have Government supports
while we get crisis in the nation. We have really had (hard) time now because, thousands of Nepali
labours (laborers) coming back to Nepal from abroad and they are going back to country side(village) with
family and they don't have enough foods and medications and supports to start their living with family.
That is the one of reason, in our clinic has huge numbers of patients now because, more people are in
village now because of Kathmandu is most danger zone for virus infection.
Our recent records of Belkotgadhi Municipality, we have about 5 thousands people are newly came back
from abroad(India, Dubai, Malaysia, Qatar) and several other middle east countries. They were working
as labours (laborers) and because of virus reason terminated by companies and have to back to country.
They are mostly has infected covid 19 and been quarantine and now they with family.
So, if we have supports funds as soon as earlier, we could have some plan to provide foods, blankets and
medical supplies(masks, sanitizers, necessary medicines) supports for them. We have 13 wads (wards)
within this Belkotgadhi municipality and most of wads (wards) has health post with some some health
person and we could provide them medical supplies and people would get medicines from near by health
posts. Also, we want to buy some statures (stretchers) to carry sick people one place to another and we
like to buy about 50 statures(stretchers)) and distribute in these different communities.
Please, if everything okay for the funds I wish to have as soon these allocated funds from HE4N to HEN
account and I would use for these above mentioned topics and would be so great supports from our side
to Kumari region's people.
Priorities Topics of supports
1. Emergency Foods(Rice, Dal, cooking oil, salt, flours etc)
2. Emergency medical supplies(Masks, globes, Ox-meters, thermal guns, sanitizer, tablets and normal
medications etc)
3. Statures(stretchers) (As you know, Kumari region people lives in the hill side and there are several
communities and while they got emergency sick, they have to carry to health post and
statures(stretchers) makes easier to take quick and can safe life)
…..
Wish you all the best and thank you so much for these my respected team for your encourages me to
work for Kumari people for this circumstances. It is very important time for community people because,
we have locked down for Kathmandu or any other bigger cities since long time and everything shortage in
village.
…….
Namaste
Jagat and Team



Jagat sent first report. (sept 14, 2020)

Respected Team,
Thank you so much for your grand supports to the Kumari region people and it was so great supports and
several families got foods and they loved you all who donated money. I backed to Kathmandu yesterday
and today, I got message on my mobile from Bank another wire collected into my Bank account. Please,
see the message: Your A/c 01901550160014 has been credited by NPR586750.00 Ref: HEALTH AND
ED4 NEPAL on 20200913. -HBL

Previous funds we bought foods for 43 families who have been suffering by huge community landslide
victims last Months and they were staying at School as their salter(sheltor). It is in Wod(ward) no 5 of
Belkotgadhi Municipality which is next wod (ward) of Kumari. It is in Duipipal village community people
and huge numbers of labours backed from India because of COVID. They lost their house by landslide
during this monsoon. We have been heavy monsoon in Nepal of this year we have been suffering and
displaced so many communities in rural Nepal.
Please see the pictures on attached file we bought foods for them and talked with maintaining social
distances and wearing masks by every one. This bit different time than earthquake victims because, we
couldn't gathered big gathering and just bought foods from local stores and separated for each families
they came to get by one by one. We gave some cash money as well because, they had to buy clothing
who lost completely everything by landslid.
Next supports we gone to medical supplies for each different wods(wards) health posts and their health
workers. They have been working without their safety equipment and we gone buy medical supplies and
going to hand over every different health posts of Belkotgadhi municipality. We are focusing for health
workers safety because, they don't have proper safety wearing when they work at health posts. We gone
buy thermal gun to check temperature, masks, sanitizer, Oxi-meter, BP set and necessary supplies at
clinic and health post. I am going to work next coming week and will share with all of you.
It is very good supports because, Nepal Government still not caring to health workers for their safety and
in the health posts they don't have enough supplies from Government yet.
Bob sir, We families and team are praying for your health and I have attached butter lamp for your health
on attached file and it has written "Om mani padme Hu" in Tibetan letter. This butter lamp is very special
to help to live long life we believe.
Once again, thank you so much for the grand supports to Kumari region people and it made big relief for
them. Every one are smiling with your supports and thoughts. Praying for you all to the safety and healthy
life.
Namaste
Jagat and Team



Jagat sent next report. (sept 16, 2020)

Respected All,
Good morning from Nepal. Thank you so much for the emails and discussing about the supports plan for
Kumari people and it is so important. Early in the morning (5:15AM) have got 6 rectors(richter) scale
earthquake this morning and it was big shacking(shaking) again. Since then we have continue heavy rain
almost all over Nepal. Worry is very hard to gathering because of COVID, hard to stay inside home
because of shacking and shortage foods and medical supplies also hard to travel frequently because of
lock down. It looks becoming bit harder and harder for our life. Anyway, we are just praying and we don't
have any optional to do more.
Among them, we have already provided by Uof U funds, 15000 masks, sanitizers, 5 Thermal guns, 10
PPE sets and Globs etc. We could reached 5 health posts during last 6 Months and provided these health
supplies and they were very happy. They are asking more with us because, masks, sanitizers, PPE sets
and globs are very important and regular they have to use and need more and more quantities. We are
thinking to do these supports now because, health issues are very serious and Government doesn't have
any supports.

We have bought some very important LAB equipment for our clinic in this time. As you know, we bought
Bio-chemist machine for Lab and it could test over 65 or more different lab tests from our lab center now.
It was cost about Rs.278000 and several chemicals for the lab services. We bought several PPE for our
staffs and distributed over 20000 masks and sanitizers free from our clinic whoever visited with patients.
We bought thousands boxes globs(gloves) for the clinic because we have patients numbers are high
now. We have every days medicine sells about Rs.9000 to 12000 from our pharmacy it means, we are
buying lot of medicines for our Clinic. Our due rates is high because, so many people they don't have
money and hard to pay full bills.
We have seen recently Government fixed PCR testing machine in Trishuli Hospital (Nuwakot District
Hospital) which is head quarter of Nuwakot)and they have few isolation beds but not sufficient for more
COVID patients. Already we have over 500 COVID patients in district and getting more day by day looks
these isolation beds are not enough. It is becoming serious issues and looks like it is time to do some
from us.
B. Foods/shelter
We have provided 43 families foods supports last week they were poor community people and we called
minority community and they got landslid and loosed their houses. Still they are staying at School and
they don't have houses. There were 38 household and more houses were completely barred(buried) and
there were 5 people death. Several areas got cracked and not able to stay that area.
We have seen they need blankets, some pocket money to buy regular clothing for wearing because, cold
Months is coming soon.
At least if we could provide them Tins, poles and cement or Trorpolin(tarps), they could build temporary
houses for the recent. These are bit high costs but, still we can think and have to make project plan.
These programs will require huge budget but, we have to have limitation how much we support them. Its
depend how much we support and what are the volumes of the funds and what are the agreement to
receive funds from you(donors) to we(our) local NGO(HEN). Bank will see the agreement paper and
approved from SWC of Nepal. As you know our federal Government policy is bit rude and conservative
they are doing strict to receive funds from aboard(abroad) and wire amount is making small and small
also more details.
We can forward the agreement process as soon as with SWC and start supports activities and wire funds
into Bank. It shouldn't be bothering when we go with agreement but, still we can use HEN Bank account
to receive funds but, still wiring amount should less than 8 thousands US$ at a time.
E. Ambulance services
Sorry to say again to the team our Ambulance (Indian TATA motors) is in maintenance center and we are
not using since several Months. I shared with Dr. Benrhard this issues but, finally we were not ready to
spend money to maintenance this Ambulance because, this Ambulance is getting too old and
maintenance cost is high every year and not in profits. Not covering driver salary but, covering the fuel
cost. But, we have social pressers to have Ambulance in Clinic because, we have several emergency
patients are around. Recently we have to pay to be repaired about Rs350000 with 4 new whiles(wheels)
and all services costs. Still we have hope, once if we could have funds to repaired, we could run this for
couple of years at least and try to manage salary for driver because, we have more patients flow in clinic
now. We will try to manage salary and fuel from itself earning and maintenance costs again we have to try
to safe from our sustainable business(chicken/Goat) and keep continue running. Please, it is just my
thoughts and idea about Ambulance issues. Sorry I tried a lot to keep sustaining these Ambulance
services we clinic self but because of off road and Indian Engine vehicles have such difficulties in Nepal.
No pressuring to my respected team just sharing and if there are some ways to have funds let me know
and we will be more than happy to work this issues.
I talked with company to exchange Ambulance with new Ambulance but, they don't have exchange
program. Anyhow we have to do maintain this old one till we could use and at the end, we have to dump
into rubbish.
Well, these are the things in my mind we need to do for this worst situation of Nepal. Our HEN team are
fine and ready to work because, HEN team are free at this moment and will involve for these support
program. No trekking since COVID around the world and we don't have job now. My trekking team can be
involve for foods/shelter programs to community people and supply and distribution around our
community.
Wish you all the best and thank you so much for all of big heart people praying for your safety and healthy
life.

Namaste
Jagat and Team



Jagat status on Sept 18

Thank you so much your third Bank wire to the HEN and it was message from my Bank and it was
collected. Your A/c 01901550160014 has been credited by NPR587750.00 Ref: HEALTH AND ED 4
NEPAL on 20200916. -HBL I have been working for the more foods program and we had meeting with
team and local people how we take foods truck to village.We deciding to clear up road first and take truck
to village. I am heading to Kumari on Sunday for this work then we will be possible to work more
frequently.
We decided to buy foods for the another 50 families, buy warm blankets for 100 family, mattress and
tarpoline to the shelter by this funds. We gone buy masks and soaps for every people because, COVID
infection rates getting high and high in community. We are deciding to provide some cash to few families
to buy their choice cloths for their children as well.
Once again, thank you so much for your huge humanitarian supports to the COVID victims, it is so great
relief for this moment. Festivals are near the door for Nepali people also, every one has big families and
they don't have enough foods this time. It is good time to have supports for more foods to the people and
we are planing to do that.
Praying for the safe and healthy, I will back with progress.
Namaste
Jagat and Team


Jagat Status on Oct 6

Thank you so much for your 4th wired into my Bank account for relief supports funds and it was appeared
message at my mobile about collection Your A/c 01901550160014 has been credited by
NPR583500.00 Ref: HEALTH AND ED4 NEPAL on 20201004. -HBL
We have plan to use this funds to buy more foods for our trekking team and give some cash to use for
family. We have biggest festivals around of us even Corona and we don't have any options to get money
for the foods. I have to renew my trekking company and Kumari coffee company and we need some
official funds and these will be the expenses from this wire funds.
We have seen still we need to buy foods for Kumari family during this COVID. Cold months is very close
and we like to buy more warm cloths and blankets to the family.
Once again, thank you so much for the team and always happy Kumari people and we feel proud to
share and talk about you team and asking to visit again Kumari. Praying for your safe stay.
Namaste
Jagat and Team


Jagat Staus Oct 9

We distributed foods for another 10 families of the Belkotgadhi Municipality Kumari Nuwakot and first aid
emergency medical supplies to Shakti Devi Higher secondary School ward-13 of this Municipality. There
are Teachers and student needed health protection equipment like, face viser, masks, thermal gun and
sanitizer to use for student and teachers.
Hindu festivals are very close for we Nepali and most poor people don't have enough foods and we
distributed foods for the festival. They are very happy and looks felt very much relief from our supports.
Thank you so much for the supports and we really appreciated to all big heart people who donated for
these poor people in this hard time.
We have plan to support for our Independent Trekking Guides and porters in coming Monday. I am
thinking to provide them cash money to buy their families foods and cloths for this time. We all Guides
and porters living without trekking since last 7/8 months and at least it will be big supports for us. I am
planing to provide each Guides and porters Rs.25000 cash and we have 7 Guides and 10 porters. Lets
see how funds goes what I have now.
Once again, thank you so much to all of you to the big supports in this circumstances.

Namaste
Jagat and Team


Jagat staus Oct 19

Respected Bob sir and all.
Namaste and good evening from Kathmandu today. Thank you so much for your kind email and really
appreciated what your mentioned in your email Bob sir. So sorry I decided to spend US$3000 grand
which was estimated for my family. I needed for my family support but, I felt Ambulance is most needed. I
couldn't see so many emergency pregnant women are need to rescue from Kumari clinic and around the
region to take Kathmandu hospital and near by hospital by Ambulance. Ambulance is becoming most
important because of more patients we have in clinic and several mothers are coming to clinic with critical
condition and some are getting normal birth but, some are so critical and need to take Kathmandu
hospital as soon as to safe their life. Last month when we didn't have Ambulance with us a baby died on
the way to highway when people were carrying on Bamboo strature and she dropped and suddenly baby
died. I saw and I reminded again last 10 years ago was same situation when we didn't have clinic in
Kumari region. So, I felt Ambulance will able to safe several babies and mother and I decided fund is
much important to use for Ambulance. This is secret, I haven't shared about this funds with Chhesang
and it was my decision.
I have done so many foods, Tin, blankets, cloths and medical supplies supports to COVID people and
families also landslide victims around in Kumari region. Our relief funds supported to our trekking porters
and Guides to buy foods and family supports. I am so happy to keep every one happy and my family as
well. Right now Sachin doesn't have to go School because of COVID and we don't need to pay his
education for recently. I so proud to see people happy when I work for them.
Anyway, so much thanks to every one for your big supports for foods and shelter to COVID effected
people of Kumari. We wish to have more continue care and possibly some ideas for them to keep
sustains their life in community. Hundreds of youths backed to village after COVID around the world and
they need to settle in community and we have to think some sustainable programs for them.
Praying for every one for your safe life and healthy life.
Namaste
Jagat and Team



Jagat stautus Nov 9

Respected Bob sir and Team,
Good morning from Kumari Clinic. Thank you so much for this email and I am so glade to have your email
with warm love and care. I appreciate to all of our respected team and very honor to Walter sir for his big
care for us.
I am here in Kumari since few days because, we don't have all clinic staffs here for work because of big
festivals here and they went to visit family. Our Doctor has COVID infected positive and he is isolation
now hope, he will get well soon.
I am here this week for help to clinic and see Kumari family and I provided foods for families they had
very good festival celebration with scare of COVID. We didn't gather much but they were happy when
they had foods enough and lucky no one had infected virus yet.
Our trekking Guides and porters got money support for their family foods and celebrate festival. Chet
Lama(one of main Guide) infected COVID and still he is in home isolation and I personally met him and
gave foods, medicines and some emergency money supports last week. He looks okay but, it looks very
painful condition I saw.
This week we received 4 delivery women in Clinic and 2 got successfully baby in clinic and 2 referred to
Kathmandu because of critical situation. Please, see attached file pictures our ambulance how much
useful and how it is working for emergency.
One telephone call I received from about 5km far in the mid night, some one said, my wife is getting die
please send me Ambulance with doctor. As soon as I knock Ambulance driver room's door and sent him
there to rescue but, it was already much worse and decided to send to Kathmandu by Ambulance and

unfortunately, baby got in Ambulance on the way and died. Mom was very serious and she is getting
treatment in Kathmandu but, tragic part is, she lost her baby because of late inform for care but, good part
at least we could safe mother.
Absolutely any one support for Kumari people, clinic and we family these looks important I amazed and I
always glad and appreciate to all of you and always God will be with us. We are truth and working for truly
need. Some time I imagine, I am not alone and we are team and encourage me to walk forward and I will
keep forward ahead.
I make assure every our respected friends and team also big heart people, it has been so helpful and it
looks more critical because, COVID is becoming worse and we have more numbers of infection around
every family. Nothing running well. Our Tourism, Hotel business, industries and market completely down.
We have about 50 thousands Guides and porters who are working for Tourists and they completely lost
their job and very hard situation we have.
Anyway, thank you so much once again for your email Bob sir and team I will be in touch with you always.
Namaste
Jagat from Kumari

